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THE ANALYSIS OF POLITENESS STRATEGY EMPLOYED BY
THE CHARACTERS IN THE FILM ENTITLED THE KING’S SPEECH

(A Pragmatics Approach)

ABSTRACT

Risky Novitasari¹

Drs. S. Budi Waskito, M.Pd²

The research studies the use of politeness strategy in the film entitled The King’s Speech. It is conducted to find out the types of the politeness strategy employed by the characters and the factors which influence the characters to employ those strategies in relation to Brown and Levinson’s politeness strategy.

This research uses Pragmatics approach. It is a qualitative descriptive research which took purposive sampling technique. The data are all the dialogs containing politeness strategy which have significant relationship with the problem statements. There are 39 data which are found in the film. The data are then identified by using Brown and Levinson’s politeness strategy to answer the types of politeness strategy employed by the characters. The researcher uses Brown and Levinson’s politeness scale to find out the factors which are influencing the characters to employ those strategies.

The result of the analysis shows that there are four types of politeness strategy employed by the characters in the film. These are Bald on Record (5 data), Positive Politeness Strategy (15 data), Negative Politeness Strategy (10 data), Off Record Strategy (6 data), and overlapping between politeness strategies (3 data). Thus, all types of politeness strategy are employed in the film. The characters express the politeness strategy by using low intonation, normal intonation and high intonation. The characters also show some facial expressions toward the hearer when employing those strategies.

There are two factors influencing the characters when they employ this strategy, namely payoff and relevant circumstances. Concerning with payoff, the speaker can get different advantages by employing the different type of politeness strategy. This is found in the entire of the data. Meanwhile, the circumstances include social distance (D), power rating (P) and the size of imposition (R). The all of three factors influence the characters in employing politeness strategy.
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² Thesis Supervisor